
 

 
ROTLFO 

ROTLFO is an analog low frequency oscillator (LFO) and Mobula Modular’s flagship Eurorack 
module.  It was designed during the COVID-19 pandemic while staying at home.  Please enjoy 
our funny little LFO and let us and your friends know if you do. 

 



INSTALLATION 
Before installing ROTLFO into your 
modular synthesizer case please adjust 
the switch on the back.   

You have two choices and you can 
always unscrew the module and revise 
your choice in future.  We think the 
switch just as it is shown in the photo is 
the best position and provides the 
nicest RAMP wave.  After you are 

familiar with the module you can always switch it otherwise. 

YOU COULD HARM THE MODULE OR YOUR CASE POWER IF YOU CONNECT THE POWER WRONG. 

Your module will come with a standard 
Eurorack power cable attached in the 
correct way but in case something very 
strange happens in shipping or you 
need to use a different cable please 
make sure that the RED STRIPE is 
positioned toward the bottom of the 
module where it says -12V. 

 

 

<--RED STRIPE HERE 

 

Also never connect a power cable to the expansion connector in the middle of the 
module.  This is for future expansion with our future modules and will not 
tolerate a live power connector. 

 

 



OPERATION 
The default operation is with the EVEN/TILT switch in the 
down position or EVEN and the SLOW/NORMAL switch in the 
down position or NORMAL.  It is a good idea to turn the RATE 
knob all the way clockwise to the fastest rate.  Please begin 
like this each time you use it until you become familiar with 
our module.   

With the controls in this default position and with power 
applied the LEDs on the top of the module should alternate 
quickly. 
 
Change the RATE control to see the lights alternate slower 
and faster based on the RATE. 
 

Place a patch cable in the POINTY output and patch it to 
something you want to wiggle like a VCA or FM CV.  If 
you have an oscilloscope module it would be great to use 
that. 

With the switches at EVEN and NORMAL and the RATE 
full clockwise you should see a 10hz Triangle wave or 10 
triangles per second. 

 

Adjust the rate to taste and try each of the outputs.  You should see a SINE wave 
on the ROUND and a SQUARE wave on the SQUARE.   

You can also use all three outputs simultaneously sending a TRIANGLE wave to a 
VCA CV and a SINE wave to an FM CV and a square wave to another module or 
function. 

 

Below is a screen shot from an oscilloscope showing ROTLFO’s three waves 
simultaneously in the default EVEN and Normal mode. 



 
 

Think about how you could make music with all three 
waves like this. 

 
Switching the TILT/EVEN switch to TILT [assuming you have the rear RAMP switch 
in the down position] will make everything go a bit wonky.  In TILT mode the LFO 
will produce a RAMP wave on the POINTY output at about the same rate.  The 
round output will look like half a SINE wave (or even a actual ocean wave) while 
the square wave will have a downward pulse.  This downward pulse may not be 
that useful so read on if you want a real pulse style square in TILT. 

 

Here is are the simultaneous waves in the TILT mode with the RAMP switch to the 
bottom. 



 
 

Switching the TILT back to EVEN and everything should look even again.   

With the TILT back to EVEN, and with the RATE all the way clockwise, switch the 
SLOW/NORMAL switch to SLOW.  You should notice that the LEDs at the top of 
the module are now alternating much slower.  If you adjust the RATE control 
counterclockwise you might think the lights will never alternate but they 
eventually will.  This is the purpose of the SLOW position. 

 

We bet you can think of ways to use this SLOW switch in 
your music. 
 

You can also change the rate with the CV RATE input.  Patching this to another 
ROTLFO or other control voltage source (+/-5V) will change the RATE.  -5 volts is 
the slowest while +5 volts is the fastest.  When using this CV input you should 
start with the RATE control all the way up.  The RATE control can then be used as 
an attenuator for the control voltage input but dialing it back down.   



We know we said we like the RAMP switch on 
the back of the module in the down position 
but if you want a more pulse like wave on the 
SQUARE OUTPUT or you need an even slower 
operation you can switch the RAMP switch to 
the top position.  The rate with the RAMP 
switch like this is a third slower so be careful it 
might seem like it isn’t working in SLOW and 
TILT, but it is. 

Here is the oscilloscope screenshot with the RAMP switch at the top and TILT and 
NORMAL. 

 
  

SPECS 

Size: 6hp 
Depth: 26mm 
(with power connector) 

Current draw: +20ma, -20ma 
CV RATE Input: +/- 5 volts 
LFO Output: bipolar +/- 5 volts 

 


